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MELBOURNE: Steve Smith and David Warner may
wake with some relief today as they greet the final
day of their ball-tampering bans but the anniversary
of their humiliation will otherwise be a sombre mile-
stone for Australia’s cricket fans.

Much has changed since Cricket Australia slapped
former captain Smith and his deputy Warner with 12-
month suspensions for the Cape Town scandal, while
giving Cameron Bancroft a lighter nine-month sen-
tence as the rookie opener caught up in a plot driven
by others.

Captains, coaches and a string of senior cricket
executives have left or been sent packing, their
replacements pledging to win back fans with fair play
as much as series wins and silverware.

Bancroft, the man who hastily trousered a piece of
sandpaper in the Newlands field to try to hide his
team’s shame, has been named captain of English
county side Durham, three months after fingering
Warner as the ball-tampering mastermind in a TV
interview in December.

The more circumspect Warner has largely kept his
counsel while returning to one of cricket’s biggest
stages at the Indian Premier League, smashing 85 in a
53-ball blitz in his first outing for Sunrisers
Hyderabad on Sunday.

Smith also returned to the IPL spotlight in defeat
for the Rajasthan Royals, joining Warner on a mission
to reclaim a spot in the one-day international team he
once captained in the leadup to the showpiece World
Cup in England.

Efforts to smooth the pair’s rehabilitation have
been in train for months, and culminated in a reunion
with Aaron Finch’s squad in the United Arab Emirates
a week-and-a-half ago. “There were a lot of big hugs
and cuddles,” Warner said in a curated video pub-
lished by Cricket Australia. “It’s like we didn’t really
leave, the boys were very accepting of us coming in
and with open arms.”

Pundits have questioned whether all is really for-
given in a playing group who were left to rebuild
Australia’s shattered brand and absorb a series of
humbling defeats without two of their best batsmen.

Yet none of the players have expressed reserva-
tions and many have argued Smith and Warner have
“done their time”. “It’d be silly not to use them,” Finch
said of the pair who boast over 200 matches and 22
centuries between them in one-day internationals.

Smith and Warner’s former team mates may have
already moved on but fans the world over have not
forgotten Cape Town. Sections of the Jaipur crowd
jeered Smith when he played for Rajasthan on
Monday, and he and Warner can expect heat from
English crowds should they play at the World Cup.

The hyper-aggressive teams they once led now
have a very different timbre. The ugly verbal attacks
and off-field confrontation that blighted the South
Africa test series have disappeared, with Paine-led
Australia hosting test series against India and Sri
Lanka in good spirit over the home summer.

Governing body Cricket Australia (CA) was also
shaken by Cape Town, with a slew of executives leav-
ing or shown the door after a scathing cultural review.
New CA boss Kevin Roberts has treaded carefully
since taking over from long-serving CEO James
Sutherland in October, while trying to shift Australia’s
focus forward rather than backward.—Reuters
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Nugent-Hopkins, Draisaitl hat tricks 
lead Oilers past Los Angeles Kings

Capitals knock off Hurricanes, expand Metro lead
EDMONTON: Ryan Nugent-Hopkins posted a first-
period hat trick, and Leon Draisaitl collected three
goals in a four-point night as the host Edmonton Oilers
scored five times in the opening frame en route to an 8-
4 victory over the Los Angeles Kings on Tuesday.
Mikko Koskinen made 34 saves for Edmonton, which is
five points behind the Colorado Avalanche for the sec-
ond wild-card spot in the Western Conference with six
games remaining. The Arizona Coyotes have the same
point total as the Avalanche but have played one more
game than Colorado. It’s the first time two Oilers col-
lected hat tricks in a game since Dec. 20, 1985, when
Jari Kurri and Paul Coffey accomplished that feat.
Edmonton’s Connor McDavid finished with four points,
which has him at a new personal standard of 112.

COYOTES 1, BLACKHAWKS 0
Nick Cousins scored the game’s lone goal 5:40 into

the third period, and Darcy Kuemper stopped 31 shots
for his fourth shutout of the season as Arizona blanked
visiting Chicago. The Coyotes snapped a five-game
winless streak (0-3-2). Corey Crawford stopped 28 of
29 shots for the Blackhawks, who trail Colorado and
Arizona by five points. Chicago, which had gained
points in seven of its previous nine outings (6-2-1), has
six games remaining.

CAPITALS 4, HURRICANES 1
Alex Ovechkin scored the tiebreaking goal early in

the third period, and Washington went on to defeat vis-
iting Carolina in the first end of a home-and-home.
First-place Washington expanded its lead in the
Metropolitan Division to three points. The New York
Islanders remain on 95 points after losing to the
Columbus Blue Jackets 4-0 on Tuesday, and the
Pittsburgh Penguins, who were idle, also have 95 points.

Ovechkin (one goal, one assist) now has an NHL-best
49 goals. His goal started a three-goal third period that
gave the Capitals control. Evgeny Kuznetsov had three
assists.

BLUE JACKETS 4, ISLANDERS 0
Sergei Bobrovsky made 26 saves in his second con-

secutive shutout for host Columbus, which made its
lone victory this season over New York a timely one.
Ryan Dzingel scored in the first period for the Blue
Jackets, who received third-period goals from Artemi
Panarin, Oliver Bjorkstrand and Cam Atkinson to blow
open a close game. Columbus will have a chance to
move into the final Eastern Conference wild-card spot
Thursday when it plays host to the Montreal Canadiens.
The shutout was the third in four games and the career-
high eighth of the season for Bobrovsky. New York was
blanked for the third time in five games.

CANADIENS 6, PANTHERS 1
Tomas Tatar had a three-point night as Montreal

routed visiting Florida. The win moves the Canadiens
one point behind the Carolina Hurricanes for the top
wild-card slot in the Eastern Conference. Montreal
retains its two-point lead over the Blue Jackets. The
loss officially eliminated the Panthers from playoff con-
tention. Florida has allowed 20 goals in its past three
games, all defeats.

DUCKS 5, CANUCKS 4
Rookie Sam Steel scored three goals, including one on

a penalty shot, as visiting Anaheim held off Vancouver.
Steel, 21, now has four goals in 18 career NHL games.
Another Ducks rookie, Kiefer Sherwood, also had a good
night, posting the winning goal and adding an assist.
Despite getting the win, Anaheim was eliminated from

playoff contention when Arizona beat Chicago.

SENATORS 4, SABRES 0
Craig Anderson made 35 saves for his second

shutout of the season as Ottawa handed reeling Buffalo
a 13th straight road loss. Brian Gibbons had a goal with
an assist, and Thomas Chabot recorded two assists for

the Senators, who have won four of six and matched a
season high with their third consecutive home victory.
Buffalo, meanwhile, continues to limp toward the finish
line, a loser in four straight overall and amid a 3-15-2
stretch. The Sabres, blanked four times in the past nine
games, are 0-11-2 on the road since winning at
Columbus on Jan. 29. —Reuters

ADELAIDE: Former Australian bowler
and influential coach Bruce Yardley
died yesterday at the age of 71 after a
battle with cancer. Playing at a time
when the test landscape was dominated
by fast-bowlers, Yardley started out as
a medium-pacer himself before switch-
ing to off-spin midway through his
career and earned his Test debut for
Australia at the age of 30.

Using a distinctive long run-up bet-
ter associated with pace bowling and
employing his middle finger rather than
his index finger to get the ball to turn,
Yardley went on to take 126 wickets for
Australia in 33 test matches.

He also picked up 344 wickets in a
first class career that spanned 24 years.
“Bruce was a significant f igure in
Australian cricket, contributing in many
ways on and off the field,” Cricket
Australia CEO Kevin Roberts said in a
statement.

“As a player, it took him more than
10 years of persistence playing first
class and Premier cricket to find the art
of off-spin, earning him a test debut at
the age of 30. “Off the field, Bruce had

an infectious personality and was
regarded as one of the best spin-bow-
ing coaches in the world, coaching Sri
Lanka and mentoring the greatest test
wicket-taker of al l  t ime, Muttiah
Muralitharan.”

Yardley coached the Sri Lankan
team in the late 1990s and defended
Muralitharan when the Sri Lankan, who
has a record 800 test wickets, was
investigated for having an illegal action
in 2004.

“Very sad to hear about the passing
of Bruce Yardley,” former Sri Lanka cap-
tain Kumar Sangakkara said on Twitter.
“He was a good man to get to know and
a great friend of Sri Lankan cricket. May
he rest in peace.” — Reuters
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GLENDALE: Goaltender Darcy Kuemper #35 of the Arizona Coyotes follows the puck as Artem Anisimov #15 of the
Chicago Blackhawks attempts a shot during the second period of the NHL game at Gila River Arena in Glendale. — AFP

MANAMA: Sebastian Vettel will be aiming for his third
successive Bahrain Grand Prix win on Sunday as Ferrari
seek to show their lack of pace in Formula One’s Australian
season opener was a one-off.

Tipped as pre-season favourites, the German and new
team mate Charles Leclerc finished fourth and fifth in
Melbourne, nearly a minute behind the dominant race-
winning Mercedes of Valtteri Bottas.

Albert Park can be seen as something of an outlier but
Ferrari hope the more traditional layout of Bahrain’s 5.4-
km Sakhir desert track will allow them to unlock the full
potential of the SF90 car.

The most successful team in Bahrain, with six wins
overall, can draw encouragement from last year when
Mercedes were faster in Australia only for Ferrari to turn
the tables with a front-row lockout and victory for Vettel.
That also started a streak of three straight pole positions
for the German. “In Bahrain, we expect to see the effect of
the corrections we have made ...,” said principal Mattia
Binotto, who replaced Maurizio Arrivabene at the helm
before the start of the season.

“We are well aware that our competitors will once
again be very strong. With that in mind, we are keen to get
back on track and face up to them.” Bottas, having driven
what he described as the race of his life in Australia to fin-
ish more than 20 seconds ahead of team mate Lewis
Hamilton in second place, will be keen to serve up a thriller
under the floodlights.

Having come within a second of snatching victory from
Vettel last year, Bottas has some unfinished business on
Sunday while Hamilton, who has taken two of Mercedes’
three wins in Bahrain, will be keen to reassert his suprema-
cy. Mercedes team boss Toto Wolff said nothing was won
or lost at Albert Park. “Whatever the Melbourne result
says, our mindset hasn’t changed since then,” he said.
“We’ve seen the potential of Ferrari’s package in
Barcelona (testing), so we expect them to come back
strong in Bahrain, with Red Bull in the mix as well.”

Max Verstappen finished third for Red Bull in Australia,
the Milton Keynes-based team’s first race with new engine
partners Honda. Frenchman Pierre Gasly, now driving
alongside Verstappen, finished fourth for Honda-powered
Toro Rosso in Bahrain last year and will be hoping to do
even better on Sunday.

McLaren, which counts Bahrain’s Mumtalakat Holding
Company among its major shareholders, will be looking for
their first points after Lando Norris finished 12th and
Carlos Sainz retired in Australia.

Bahrain will also mark the start of the Formula Two
Championship with Mick Schumacher, son of seven-times
Formula One champion Michael and nephew of Ralf, mak-
ing his debut in the support category.

Schumacher, a part of Ferrari’s young driver academy, is
also scheduled to take part in a post-race test with Ferrari
and Alfa Romeo. — Reuters

LOS ANGELES: Northern Ireland star Rory McIlroy
says he can’t afford to focus on a possible return to
world number one as he prepares for this week’s WGC-
Dell Match Play.

McIlroy said he won’t even allow himself to ponder
the possibility of a last-16 clash with Tiger Woods, pre-
ferring to concentrate on the pool matches he must get
through to set up a possible meeting with the 14-time
major champion.

“There’s a long way to go,” McIlroy told reporters in
Austin, Texas, where the event teed off yesterday.
McIlroy will open against big-hitting American Luke
List, in a group that also includes England’s Matthew
Fitzpatrick and South African Justin Harding.

McIlroy said that he’d texted Fitzpatrick with a sim-
ple aim when he saw they were in the same group: “let’s
make sure we both have something to play for when we
play each other in the last pool game on Friday,”
McIlroy told him. “That’s honestly as far as I’ve thought
ahead.” McIlroy, a four-time major champion coming
off a victory at the Players Championship two weeks
ago, could jump from fourth back to number one in the

world with a victory-if current No. 1 Dustin Johnson
fails to reach the semi-finals and Justin Rose doesn’t
make it to the semis.

McIlroy won all three of his round-robin pool
matches on the way to the 2015 title, but bowed out in
pool play the last two years and said he therefore
wouldn’t look further ahead.

“That’s the first step in the process and if I win seven
matches this week, then awesome. But, again, winning
tournaments, getting number one, all those accolades,
it’s a by-product of doing all the little things right,” he
said.  “Step by step they will add up to all that stuff that
other people find important.” Woods is a three-time
winner of the WGC Match Play, but hasn’t played it
since 2013 when all rounds were knockout rounds.

“This’ll be a little different,” he said of the round-
robin format, which will send the winner from each of
16 four-man groups through to the knockout stage. “I
guess you can halve a match and still move on. I don’t
really know the intricacies of it,” Woods said, but
added: “It’s not real complicated, play well and take
care of the guy in front of me.”

Woods, who arrived Monday and played nine holes
at Austin Country Club, opens the Dell Technologies
Match Play against Aaron Wise, an NCAA champion
from Oregon and the PGA Tour rookie of the year.

Wise will be the 21st player who had never played
with Woods since he returned from back surgeries that
kept him out of golf for most of two years. Woods will
play Wise, with matches against fellow Americans
Brandt Snedeker and Patrick Cantlay to follow. —AFP
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